McFadden named asshole of the year

The student body has elected senior Peter McFadden, "Kenyon Alumnus of the Year," for the 1984-85 school year. McFadden's victory was attributed in part to some last minute (but well-executed) stuffing of the ballot box by every voting member of Media Board.

"A lot of people think it was our press conference that clinched the election," said a happy McFadden. "But I think we've demonstrated our true nature over the long haul this year.

"I'm not sure what the 'honor' is all about," said another press conference participant. "We've just been trying to spread word about Peter's talent..."

---

Roob to coordinate faculty lectureships

By Ruffe Milo

The recent cuts in the Political Science Department have caused a great deal of hostility and consternation amongst the students. In an attempt to alleviate these problems, the Student Government has agreed to help out by tracking a few of the courses that the Political Science department would otherwise offer.

"Some courses are entitled 'Politics So-and-so' and will be under the direction of Heinz and Ronald S. Staff," a spokesman said.

A series of lectures about oppression in America, followed by a week of with a side-kick, but a small, impressive accomplishment. In addition, Roob plans on visiting from Anita Bryant, Jack Kemp, Jesse Helms, and himself. Since this year's lectures were so balanced, Roob argues, he won't step to that level next year, but will be able to produce a balanced and fair schedule of speakers.
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Irrresponsibility charge flied

By John Cothill

The editor of the Kenyon Collegian has brought up charges of irresponsibility by the media board. Dean Katherine Adkins stated that the collegian printed irresponsible views. The collegian kept the administration from getting in charge of the students.

Sighted as examples Sighted as examples of the alleged Kapp and Doctrow meet to discuss

NRBO concert

Several students and sociologists met with Kenyon professor Rita Kapp to plan next year's NRBO concert, scheduled for sometime in the fall. Doctrow, be- 

ing a member of the infamous Oberlin Society, is a Kenyon alumna and the author of several pretty good books. Kapp, meanwhile, has started a project that would make it mandatory for all photos of the Craft Center to be captured. "Women's Center."
Notable quotes

“We ran out of envelopes.” — Peter McFadden

“I am not sexist.” — Peter McFadden

“I second that action.” — Jamie Norton

“We love the smell of napalm in the morning.” — Bruce Hamilton

“We want the Anchors a full-fledged fraternity.” — Peter Belton

“Larry Herman has flaws.” — Chartiers bathroom wall

“I think I’m trying pretty hard to save the world.” — Paul Singer

“I’m just as sick of these damn foemmes who can’t take a joke about like.” — Sara O’Connor

“I think I’ll saddle over and watch the DKEs eat. I heard it got pretty violent.” — Tom W. Wilson

“I actually meant to, I forgot. I fucked up. But don’t say that I fucked up.” — Jeff Smith

“I am a liberal and I can’t stand Hobbes.” — Professor Dick Hettinger

“It’s all a masculine plot to destroy us women. But we’ll strike back. We’ve got ‘em by the balls (so to speak)” — Ryan Edwards

“I shall not rest until the fraternities are dead.” — Chairman Mao Tse-Tod

“He’s a good guy. He’s not your typical DKE.” — Jamie Norton

“Kenyon students are all wimps and need to have their asses kicked into shape.” — Jeffie Herndon

“You should see him in a bathting suit. It’s enough to make me want to go lesbian.” — Cilla Wright

“I really don’t care what the fuck you print.” — Peter Ruckoff

“The smoke cleaned and the students were still eating. I didn’t realize that the food was so good.” — Tony Panzari

“Earlier in the year, on Thursday nights, I used to tell my friends that if we simply ignored The Gambler Journal, instead of elevating them by responding, they’d go away. Something better happened. Mailing labels and Women’s Studies are antithesis to what stereotyping and Democrats were to their childhood heroes.” — William McDaniels

“I’m gay. I really am. I don’t like women.” — Marc M. Rose

“I wasn’t Media Board Chair. I was Romper Room Coordinator.” — Stephanie Dugden

“The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the editor. Whether we read them or not is a different story. Frankly, our policy is, ‘Fuck ’em if they can’t take a joke.’

To the Editor:

1. I am presently paid a minimal amount, approximately $12,000 per year. I really thought upon taking the job at Kenyon that I would net thousands of dollars, but I was mistaken. If you’re wondering who I am — well, I’m Julie Soloway. That’s right, Julie Soloway, the most wonderful, enterprising, interesting and multi-talented jock sportswriter. Without my position as journalism major, I wouldn’t exist anywhere. I’m simply impecunious. Since I’m underpaid, my friends — Jerry Irish and Rick Brown, have established the Julie Soloway Foundation. With a small donation you can support my fast-paced lifestyle as well as past at Kenyon, and everywhere. So send your donation now to: Julie Soloway, Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio. With your donation you will receive a complimentary album entitled: ‘Julie and Paul: Our Kenyon Years Together — an Anthology.’

Thanks for your support. Also, Rick thanks you too. By the way, if you’re wondering. I never had anything to do with the petition. Honestly, really — I could have never thought of them.

Sincerely,
Julie Soloway

2. We support the efforts of our colleagues to integrate material by and about women into the Kenyon curricula. Interested in interdisciplinary courses devoted entirely or in part to the consideration of women and gender issues.

3. We assure our solidarity on these points and reject personal attacks on individuals or groups or promote them.

We call to certain facts to the attention of the community.

1. All courses taught for credit at Kenyon are reviewed by the Committee on Academic Policy and approved by the faculty.

2. Twelve members of the Kenyon faculty have been directly involved in teaching IND-1.2, "Introduction to Women's Studies" two years running, during which it has been offered; additional members of the faculty have contributed to the course in other ways.

Sincerely,
Mickey Mouse
Donald Duck
Harry Duck
Louie Mouse
Tinkerbell
Philip H. Jordan Jr.
Bozo the Clown
Heidi Termack
Bob Guccione
Goody
Frederick de Hollywood
Ben Watbles
Mimi Piggie
Larry Fryer
Edith Head
Erica Kronk

The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the editor. Whether we read them or not is a different story. Frankly, our policy is, “Fuck ‘em if they can’t take a joke.”

* * * * *

To the Editor:

It is with great regret that I must inform the senior history major that a portion of his comprehensive exam was erased. In order to remedy this omission all seniors in history will need to graduate must turn a ten-page paper in on the Duke of Newcastle.

P.S. Copies of my book, The Dukes of Newcastle, is available in the bookstore for the very reasonable price of $10.00 a piece.

* * * * *

To the Editor:

We are scrupulous too to the point that between our one or two editors on us. We don’t care if it’s wrong, just say it! We can write, we will write back, we will cease. But it doesn’t make no difference anymore. Whatever you do in life, if things go bad, just laugh! You shouldn’t be so uptight about it. You should just stop thinking about it. It’s over. You’ve had your time. Now don’t you have to do anything anymore. Just go back to the real world.

Sincerely,
Lipstick

P.S. Your paper is a goddamn rag because you have to clue about what you print on the front page!

* * * * *

To the Editor:

I hereby announce that the name of Kenyon’s auditorium is being changed from “Rose Hall” to “Spickerd.” From now on nobody will be allowed in with bad taste, bad manners, bad attires, or clothes.

Sincerely,
Peter McFadden

* * * * *

To the Editor:

It’s really too bad that Mr. P..& D. will be able to print their own ads. I’m not going to print any ads for the college.

Sincerely,
A fan
A family portrait from the Reading gallery. Deans Reading and Tommy in drag.

**WEATHER VANE**

**HOURS**

11:00-5:30

MONDAY through SATURDAY

Collegian wear

**Only the latest styles and fashion for us**

---

**Out in a Boat**
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**ARA's donut buffet attacks students**

By Rick Kleindelk

There was a new development Tuesday in the fast-breaking donut buffet story. As the reader may recall, two weeks ago the donut buffet lasted out students, specificallySuwinding three freshmen. The reason for this sudden militancy on the part of the donut buffet stripped observers: "I'm just simply, well, um, mystified at the whole situation, you know?" said Food Service director John Mizenzt :

College President had been equally mystified, saying, "Baa baa baa!" in a cantid interview.

Getting nowhere with the administration, the Collegian went to source of the donut buffet itself. We talked to the elected spokesperson for the buffet, Multicolored Sprinkles.

"We've had it and we are not going to take it anymore!" said Sprinkles in a vehemcnt tone. "you're all a bunch of captivities exploiting greedy imperious materialist republican dogs without a clear as to what truth really is." Here Sprinkles gave sentiments: "I re- member the good old days, when people appreciated me for what I was— Multicolored Sprinkles, donut condiment. Chopped nuts used to play in the streets, and married couples would walk by and say, 'Oh, how they look like our children. My dear, life is beautiful.'" He then became belligerent "But you ruined it! All of your Kill! Kill!" At this point, the fighting resumed, forcing the Collegian to withdraw.

The Collegian then sought out the opinions of the faculty. Unfortunately, we asked for the opinion of economics professor Larry Heron first, so there wasn't time left for the rest of the faculty.

"The donut office then asked to make a statement, naturally. "I don't care what they say, I'm still going to put whatever I want on my donut," com- mented Dean of Students Tom Edward.

And so the donut buffet comes con- tinues. The Collegian offers a word of advice: beware when someone says to you "the happy voice, "I'm different lop- ping!"

**Southside tickle available**

Still on sale: Southside Johnny tickets. For more details contact B. Kearney or any asshole on social board.

**Rose to tickle the ivories**

In concert this week will be Marc M. Rose playing the piano. Marc is an accomplished musician who has played at some of Ohio's best bars. Marc has just finished a concert at the Cuya Bar and Grill in Mt. Vernon, Ohio. He will be playing his famous variations on the C scale. Some of his delightful pieces will be variations on the G, D, F and A scales. So bring the entire family down to this heartwarming concert in Rose Hall on Friday, at 8.00.

Julie Soloway loves the Shoppes on Friday

Julie Soloway loves Fridays at the Shoppes. Julie loves Fridays at the Shoppes be- cause it is pay day. That's right, pay day for Julie amounts to about $10.50 in real dollars. With that amount, Julie indulges in a mouth-watering pizza with all of the fixins. As a matter of fact she was once quoted as saying "good." So join Julie and the jazz band at the Shoppes on Fridays.

We have another zany week of fun lined up —

**Monday**—Entire Collegian staff pigg out for free

**Tuesday**—Kendall Johnson watches as entire Collegian staff pigg out for free

**Wednesday**—Entire Collegian staff back for more free chow

**Thursday**—Kathleen Martin treats all of Farr Hall to free pizza and brew

**Friday**—Entire Collegian staff boots all over Shoppes

**WKCO notes**

Kurtis Blow and History professor Bob Baker were Garden Campbell's guests on his Friday morning show, "Rap-Top." "What a great show", My best ever!" said Campbell. Next year I hope to get Joe Sclcy from the Market to appear with the Famous Five.

Station Manager Jeff Schneider an- nounced plans to expand WKCO's range of offtake "beyond the semi-cultural limitations of the Gambier—Mt. Vernon area. "I don't have to use limita- tions," said Schneider, "as long as they're not corrosive." A part of his program to "fill the earth with sound," Schneider announced the destruction of all of WKCO's 38 Special schemes. "Even the New Yorkers started listening to this stuff. That scares the hell out of me. We're supposed to be peaceful. If you wanna hear 38 Special, go to the. boxing alley.

Next year, all WKCO DJs will be forced to take a lie detector test at the end of each month to determine if they've violated FCC regulations concerning the use of obscenities on the air. "We all do it," said manager Schneider. "This is just to give us gracious lying about it."
Sprocked approach by Div. I schools

At a press conference yesterday at-
tended by won, the Colle-
gage, AV Director Rose Hall Czar Ed
Sprocked confirmed that he's been ap-
proached by several Division I schools. "Yeah. They want me," said Sprock, a Kentucky graduate of '93. "They want me bad.

Princeton is said to be the leading contender for Sprock's services, though his agent, swimming magnate and trophy collector Jim Steen, is still wary. "The Division I trap is a big one. I don't know if it's right for Eddie. He's got to go if he wants to succeed."

Vennell announces programs

Athletic director Jeff Vennell has announced plans to involve faculty and administration in various physical education, Classes will include "The Town Meeting Lynching," "Terror Run-A-
Round," "Great Peril Observation," "Frisonkill," "Yorkshire Can-
ning," "Management of French肝 Pleasure," "Office Hour Dis-
Instructors," "Thinking of Things for the Coaches to do in the Off-Sea-
sion," "The 100 Yard Library Book Snatch-and-Slush," and "Laughter Repulication." If the petition is defeated, Vennell vows to offer the classes through the Gambier Experimental College.